
The Russian Blue Cat 

 
 

All domestic cat breeds were developed with a certain look and personality in mind.  

But naturally, breed descriptions are general and will not apply to all individuals.  

Learn about your potential new best friend and research breeders thoroughly!  

Russian Blue 
 

The Russian Blue is a cat breed that has a silver-blue coat. They are very intelligent and playful, 

but tend to be shy around strangers. They develop close bonds with their human companions 

and are sought out as pets due to their personalities and coat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 -Cat Stats-      Russian Blue 

 

size medium weight 7-12lbs 

Vocal? low Active? yes 

coat plush Family? thoughtfully 

shed high Children? thoughtfully 

colours slate blue, green eyes 
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The Russian Blue cat is an old natural breed common to the Russian 

town of Arkhangelsk. Originally known as the "Archangel cat", they 

were brought to Europe in the mid 1800's and quickly became 

popular. In 1871 a Blue was exhibited in the first cat show ever held in 

the London Crystal Palace. The Russian Blue is one of the more easily 

recognized pure-bred cats with its lean, athletic form, exquisite face 

and startling green eyes. A refined, and somewhat reserved cat, they 

can be shy with strangers and are not the best travellers. They are 

fastidiously clean and like order to their lives. They can become 

nervous or depressed if dinner times are altered or litter boxes are 

not kept tidy. This is not the best choice for busy households with 

multiple pets and family members, but their grace and stunning 

beauty are unparalleled and for some folks no other cat will do.  
 

 
 

 

Origin: 



The Russian Blue is a naturally occurring breed that may have originated in the port 

of Arkhangelsk, Russia. They are also sometimes called Archangel Blues. It is believed that 

sailors took Russian Blues from the Archangel Isles to England and Northern Europe in the 

1860s. The first recorded appearance outside of Russia was in 1875 at the Crystal Palace in 

England, as the Archangel Cat. The Russian Blue competed in a class including all other blue 

cats until 1912, when it was given its own class. 

The breed was developed mainly in Russia and Scandinavia until after World War II. Prior to this, 

a lack of numbers of Russian Blues led to cross breeding with the Siamese. Although Russian 

Blues were in America before the war, it was not until the post-war period that American 

breeders created the modern Russian Blue that is seen in the US today. This was done by 

combining the bloodlines of both the Scandinavian and English Russian Blues. The Siamese 

traits have now been largely bred out. Unfortunately for breeders and showers, the short hair 

slate grey/blue colour is often seen in mixed-breed cats.  

Russian Blues are short-haired, blue-grey cats. They usually have green eyes. They have been 

used on a limited basis to create other breeds (such as the Havana Brown) or alter existing 

breeds (such as the Nibelung). 

During the early 1970s, a solid white Russian Blue (called the Russian White) was created by 

Australian breeder Mavis Jones through the crossing of a Russian Blue with a domestic white 

cat. By the late 1970s, the Russian White and Russian Black colours were accepted by cat 

fanciers in Australia as well as in South Africa and now also in England as Russian cats (in 

different classes). However, in North America, the Cat Fanciers Association does not recognize 

either variation of the Russian Blue. 

Physical characteristics: 

 

Four month old Russian Blue male 

The Russian Blue has bright green eyes, two layers of short thick fur, and a blue-grey coat. The colour 

is a bluish-grey that is the dilute expression of the black gene. However, as dilute genes are recessive 
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("b") and each parent will have a set of two recessive genes ("bb") two Russian Blues will always 

produce a blue cat. The coat is known as a "double coat," with the undercoat being soft, downy, and 

equal in length to the guard hairs, which are an even blue with silver tips. The tail, however, has very 

dull, almost unnoticeable stripes. Only Russian Blues and the French Chartreus have this type of coat, 

which is described as thick and soft to the touch. The silver tips give the coat a shimmering 

appearance. Its eyes are almost always a dark and vivid green. Any white patches of fur or yellow 

eyes in adulthood are seen as flaws in show cats. 

Russian Blues should not be confused with British Blues (which are not a distinct breed but rather 

a British Shorthair with a blue coat; the British Shorthair breed itself comes in a wide variety of 

colours and patterns), nor the Chartreus or Korat which are two other naturally occurring breeds of 

blue cats, although they have similar traits. 

Behavioural characteristics: 

THE RUSSIAN BLUE IS AN INTELLIGENT, CURIOUS, AND TRANQUIL ANIMAL. THEY ARE 

KNOWN FOR THEIR FRIENDLINESS, BUT ARE GENERALLY SHY WITH STRANGERS. THEY HAVE 

BEEN KNOWN TO PLAY FETCH, AND ARE SENSITIVE TO HUMAN EMOTIONS. THEY ENJOY 

PLAYING WITH A VARIETY OF TOYS AND DEVELOP LOYAL BONDS TO THEIR LOVED ONES. THE 

RUSSIAN BLUE GETS ALONG WELL WITH OTHER PETS AND CHILDREN IN A HOUSEHOLD. THEY 

CAN BE QUIET, ONLY MEOWING OCCASIONALLY, BUT CAN ALSO BE VERY TALKATIVE. THEY 

ARE CLEAN ANIMALS THAT ARE NORMALLY RESERVED AROUND STRANGERS, UNLESS THEY 

ARE BROUGHT UP IN AN ACTIVE HOUSEHOLD. THEY LOVE TO PLAY WITH OTHER SMALL PETS, 
SUCH AS DOGS, CATS AND FERRETS. MANY RUSSIAN BLUES HAVE BEEN TRAINED TO DO 

TRICKS. RUSSIAN BLUES CAN ALSO BE FIERCE HUNTERS, OFTEN CATCHING RODENTS, BIRDS, 
RABBITS, AND SMALL REPTILES. 
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Russian blue's green eyes 

 

Growth and maturity: 

Russian Blues have an average life expectancy of around 15–20 

years, some have even lived up to a maximum of 25 years, and 

have few health problems as they tend to have little to no 

genetic problems and are not prone to illness. They are a 

moderate-sized cat with an average weight of 3.5 to 7 kg (7.7 to 

15.4 lb) when full grown. Males will typically be larger than 

females. Their gestation period is approximately 65 days. 
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Allergies: 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that the Russian Blue may be better tolerated by individuals 

with mild to moderate allergies. There is speculation that the Russian Blue produces less 

glycoprotein Fel d 1, one source of cat allergies. The thicker coat may also trap more of the 

allergens closer to the cat's skin. Glycoprotein is one source of cat allergies, but this does 

not mean they are suitable to be homed with people allergic to cats; they will still cause the 

allergy to be affected, only to a lesser degree for short periods of time. 
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